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"Facebook Pages" feature. Prior to the
November launch of Facebook Pages, many
librarians had attempted to infiltrate this
student-rich online community by creating
"dummy" accounts in the name of their
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of the University at Buffalo's Charles
Sears Law Library. Milles first joined
Facebook in 2006 and noticed thata
80-90 percent of his law students we
active on the site.
Karen Storin Linitz, head of refei
services at the Harvard Law SchoolI
had a similar impression of her stude
body. "We know that the majority ol
Harvard Law School students use
Facebook," she says. "We see Facebo(
as one more door into the library."
University of Kentucky Referenc
Librarian Sarah Glassmeyer, who cre,
first law library Facebook page, echo(
sentiments. "Why is the law library i
law building? Because that's where th:
students are. So it just makes sense t(
that we should try and get ourselves
other places that the students 'hang
even if that place happens to be a vir
environment like Facebook."
Of course, Facebook was not the
social-networking site to grab headlit
is it even the most popular site on th
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That rule still applies to individual user
accounts,
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withand
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build a "virtual library" in Second Li:
anticipate
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"It" comr
A brief exploration
of next
Facebook,
boy
reveals several unique features that cL
baismake
the site a "perfect storm" for m

equivalent of adding a personal user as a

Most significantly, Facebook has

"Frnd") in order to receive automatic
updates when the page changes (for
example, when an administrator posts an
announcement for an upcoming library

been synonymous with college-age st
Founder Mark Zuckerberg launched
"1thefacebook.com"from his Harvard
room in 2004, as a students-only alt(

vet).
During the last few months,

public and

Originally,
to MySpace.
exclusive
to users
with a registration
"harvard.edi

general academic librarians have welcomed
Facebook's estimated 64 million users: the

e-mail address; the site gradually exp
the student-centered culture on Face]

ste's search engine returns more than 450

remains strong, even after the site op
to public registration in 2006.
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